KGBV Jalmana Session 7
Story Telling

Objectives

- Conducting a story telling session in small batches.
- Practicing public speaking within the groups.
- Practicing the critical thinking skills among the groups.

Materials

- The 3 sets of Xerox copies of Meena ki duniya vol-1, vol-2 each.

STEPS

1. Setting the Tone
2. Problem Solving
3. Wrapping the Session
1. Start the day with the secret clap.

2. Ask 2 volunteers from each group to come and present the updates of their classes from the last few days.

3. Remember to give them time to prepare if they need it.
1. Split the batch into three groups of maximum 30 students each (depends on attendance on that day). One facilitator for each group is needed.

2. Start the day with a story telling session in a circle for each group. During the story telling session, ask questions to students that make them think and don’t have a right or wrong answer.

3. During the story telling session, be mindful of voice modulation, expressions and asking questions that can link with their day to day lives.

4. Once the story telling demo is done in the large circle, ask them to form groups of 3-5 and share one story with each group for them to read and discuss among themselves.

5. Ask them to present the story to the larger group in any form they deem comfortable, be it simply reading, presenting in a skit, or role play format.

6. After they have performed it, open the floor for audience to ask questions. As a facilitator, attempt to raise the level of questions in terms of critical thinking and linking it with day to day activities.

7. Once everyone has presented, ask the 3 groups to aggregate in one large group.
Wrap the session with secret clap and get the girls excited for the next session.